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letter from the editor
In my last letter, I mentioned how I began the Jupiter Review on an impulse, quite
literally on the night before Christmas on a floor mattress in small-town Oregon.
And here we are. I have had the privilege of seeing the online writing community evolve
over the past two years. Dozens of wonderful small-press mags have emerged, guiding
talented authors to opportunities which oppressive, hierarchical, mainstream institutions
repeatedly deny them. Authors and artists of diverse backgrounds, narratives, and
perspectives have coalesced right here, geographically isolated and yet effortlessly
connected by the impossible, mundane magic of wires and plugs, the tiny miracles they
carry in their pockets and on their desktops, looking glasses to the close-knit world
which we’ve adopted, inherited, and constructed in tandem, challenging antiquated
writing institutions and envisioning radical artistic and social possibilities.
The fact that you are reading this now—on our website or perhaps even holding our
very first (!!!!) print issue in your hands—is a testament to the incredible passion,
wonder, and indeed the intimacy with which writers and artists across the world
approach their craft, approach each other, and have approached the Jupiter Review. I
am awe-stricken (and, needless to say, thankful) to participate in this community, this
ever-evolving aggregation of life, and art, and all the other intangible, indescribable, yet
endlessly familiar, endlessly subtle impulses, that feeling of knowing, that ‘silent
desperation,’ that battle-cry, that inertia which drives each of us forward, as a collective
and also as individuals.
I could ramble about this forever. Welcome to the Jupiter Review, issue iv.
- Ari Lohr, editor-in-chief, Jupiter Review
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Tarot Cups of Eight
Laszlo Aranyi
With copulating motions he worms himself
inside the obese thighs of the old lady lying on
the autopsy table
(Her flesh is not cold, it’s steaming.
A gooey, slimy caricature.)
The bubbling, self-indulgent laughter of the audience
opens the ceiling fly,
and a hollow, turtle-headed deity peers
through the hole:
"Are you making fun of the mystery of Life and Death?
It's only a discarded, worn-out snakeskin...
Forever the same...
The circles never tolerate the diagonals...
What's the one from this side is doing on the other side?"
Green-backed flesh spitter lies on the moon's barrel belly,
and the fading stars of the night
stuck on an ulcerous flypaper.
On the heads of spasmodic, frightened, bat-winged gnomes
The stovepipe-cylinder is capering.
The Old Bearded God lurks
in the footsteps of our deer-bodied mistress
and in a strangled voice,
panting menacingly: "I’ll fuck you! I’ll fuck you!"

(Translated by Gabor Gyukics)
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Adulthood
Oseyomo Abiebhode
Adulthood
Long lines outside the vacancy
Long lines inside the bank
Long lines appearing in your thigh and shoulders
Long lines drawn on your face
where dreams and realities form
a cusp, genuflecting ceaselessly at the temple
with concern for the things you can now see
Adulthood
Getting used to the hunger
Getting used to the texts left on read
by the parents or the lover
Getting used to the ghost of childhood play
which looms over the falling
Getting used to the fear
that someone will poke a pinky into
the thin veneer of knowing
you have carefully built and expose the termites of
childhood insecurities and inanities beneath
Adulthood
Accepting that the cracks and bumps
on the skin are here to stay
Accepting the burning scars in the heart
are part and parcel of the hearth
Accepting and finding a room for the regrets
neatly stacked with the certificates
from university and the Youth Corp
Adulthood
Hiding the bitterness within the pain
with sweet words from the motivational books
you peruse in between job listings
Hiding the tears and fears
in the same brittling cartons you tossed
the memories of ‘breaking time ‘ and ‘poo poo’
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Adulthood
is loneliness – foreign and raw
is wanting – insatiably
is anger – suppressed
is groveling – hopelessly
is learning –
Learning that beyond your dark complexioned voice
and the lush fields of hair on your chest, beyond the
dropping and the courting
of the balls in your court
is the golden fleece of purpose; of assuredness that
you are still not tall enough to reach
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BA-JA MOMENT
Joseph Lezza
When something awful happens
- I mean, truly devastating assumptions are made.
Lines are drawn in
the wet, wet sand
and you’re forced to pick a side.
People ask if you still believe
in God, when your Holy
Spirit is Diablo Sauce.
I must admit, one of the few
pleasures to be found in
the immediate aftermath is to watch
as the faces of your interrogators
soften and run after you
mash their beans with a fork.
Yes, it might be easier
to be agreeable, finding faith
with the faithful and doubt
with the skeptics. But,
much as you’d like to be,
you’re not a Billy Joel lyric.
Belief, you explain, is a spectrum.
It is angular and governed
by its proximity to light. And,
in that light, you’ve seen small
miracles of color: the crash of orange
in the autumn Hudson Valley, the
round, pink lips of your lover,
stained with salsa verde and roja,
a Picasso of picante.
But, when the clouds roll in,
the shades grow far less
vivid: the jaundiced, yellow eyes
that mark a failing liver, the
faded blue fingertips of a weakening
heart, the shallowing green
spikes of an electrocardiogram.
You see, in the absence of light,
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the colors mix and mingle and
funnel into your outstretched cup,
thick, brown and viscous,
like a toddler blending every
flavor of Mountain Dew.
Delicious in theory.
Painful in practice.
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Memorial Potluck
Hadley Dion
CW: cancer, death
Pancakes and baked
beans. Makeshift comfort, cooked
in haste after the final call.
Your community, gathered
under backyard tree, relishing the falling
sun. Warm bellies, now
that your skin is cold.
Your dying dad finds his appetite. Eats
the dishes you couldn’t
stomach. Becomes feasting world
champion, dedicating this win
to ghost daughter.
Friends are smiling, your ex-lover hungry
to laugh again now
that your suffering is over.
My dad sits with your body
one last time. The one he shared a fence with
for a third of his life.
The one he snuck cigarettes and chocolate
wafers to just this week. Reporting back
that you were nothing more than a wafer
yourself. Now that the soul is gone,
he says it is like seeing a skeleton
already buried. That your ribs
are the terminal cage
you escaped.
Outside, your mattress fills
the trash. Your brother draped it
in plastic, but the cotton still ingested
sweat and blood
stains. Below it, your final
diapers, emptied
pill bottles, colorful plastic
wrappers of treats you could no longer swallow.
A dedicated time capsule to cancer,
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ready for violent expulsion into landfill.
But you,
you’ll be laid gently into the earth’s mouth. Cushioned
by dirt tongue,
your bones becoming
the calcium of soil’s rotting
teeth. Devoured by worm
throat, offering everything you have
left to give,
a potluck of your own.
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The Vagabond
Tanya Sangpun Thamkruphat
A vagabond arrived in town. News of the newcomer tumbled out of the townsfolk’s
mouths and slithered as salacious whispers into each other’s ears. The town officials
introduced the newcomer. The townsfolk smiled and said their hellos. The vagabond
was quite shy and tried to befriend some of the townsfolk. However, the townsfolk
thought the vagabond was odd and avoided her like a deathly disease. As time passed,
the townsfolk saw less of the vagabond. Thoughts about her disappeared. That was
until one day, when someone suddenly remembered there was no new gossip about the
vagabond. The townsfolk urgently searched for the vagabond, but she was nowhere to
be found. Everyone was baffled. Some of the townsfolk said she died, and her ghost
roams the town. Some said she was a mirage. Others didn’t care what happened to her.
There are even those who say she stealthily rode out of town on a starry night to fly to
the moon.
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Family Ties
Mikal Wix
When I jump a train to see him again,
rusty tracks scrape by in big words: inscrutable
burden of the state (is youth premeditated
crime), I fall asleep hard in the rumble
dark of the Bright Future, dreaming
gulf rollers, where I scout for big surf.
With him, the ocean syrup traps me
in restless ash, shapes rise black gray
in my face hot wafts pictures of older fay.
Fierce gut cries in dark red hunger
fumaroles in my berth,
where he steps in line to fight
white at last the null and void hegemony.
He pulls me from muck, a crasher
in my carriage of drowsy ether.
Iris spokes blur his face on my neck
in slumber the wheels turn to call forebears
to bind them to his claim on me.
He is fatherly,
but carries me like chattel on his back.
I’m his little imp, so he holds me close
in gushing heat. I tramp in careless fear,
like crop and weed. I’m his dream, too,
his shell of fury with siren song drag:
my hands pull his trigger in fever range,
my mouth catches bullets in search of doubt,
his howl shoots unborn jackpot things—
I cast away no island but pity to derail
his pain, his barbed embrace unraveled, redone.
As a dragonfly lands on scrap metal
in the dump, all shot through by other jacks
with other guns in place of other foxholes,
I land on them with wings beat to cool
the rage cycle of disembodied joes,
the frontline abuse of rebel sons.
I am exile crouching in bottles waiting
to be smashed or poured out like bad milk;
he smokes the dream late with other men
to take solace in urchin pleas like mine.
Maybe I become him, or take the answer darkly
given when I ask again why the air reddens
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my eyes, why he grows when I don’t,
and why I breathe when he won’t
speak the light of me by dint of sinking gloom.
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Collecting Pebbles
Alex Carrigan
after Korbin Jones’ “Songs for the Long Night”
You collect pebbles in your shoes
whenever you walk down
the pathway to your house.
You stop on the last
step on the creaking porch,
unlace your shoes, and dump the contents
out onto the aged wood below.
You do this process every day,
as your long strides and stomps
along the speckled pathway
make it easy for pebbles to find
their way underneath your soles.
You grow tired of this daily occurrence,
sitting on unpadded wood,
your fingers calloused from
years of unlacing,
the soles of your feet losing feeling
despite how often they’re imprinted
by the invasive pebbles.
You wonder if you’ll ever stop
collecting pebbles in your shoes,
but you never stop to think about
how to walk with poise and balance.
You walk this path like you are
roller skating on ball bearings.
It reminds you of when your son
tried to roller skate on ball bearings
he stole from the rusted can
hidden in your basement.
You remember he said he saw it in a cartoon once.
Your wife laughed at the sight
of your son as a Looney Tunes character,
helping him off the ground each time he fell.
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You threw the roller skates away that day
because you didn’t want him to
give people reasons to laugh at him,
and you thought laughing with him
would be foolish encouragement.
You don’t know how he walks
since he left you years ago.
You walk like how he did
when you saw him trying on his
mom’s church heels, trying to keep
balance despite the pebbles and ball bearings
that blanket the ground
around your home.
No one is left in the house
to watch you walk,
so no one would laugh at you
even if you fell on your backside
just before you reached the first step.
They all got tired of
seeing your uneven, lumbering steps,
and left you to dump pebbles
out of your shoes in complete silence,
remembering your son in those
roller skates, and
left to contemplate
why you’re the only person who will
set foot on your porch for the rest of your life.
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Five Hundred Tongues
David J. Kennedy
In my dream you stand in a crowded garden
at dusk. Surrounded but solitary. Behind you,
paper lanterns color fig trees and fairy lights
frame an arch of white wisteria. Bach’s grace
charms butterflies as violin bows cross swords
with the hum of five hundred tongues.
Kittens channel tigers. They toy with your resolve
until each unmet gaze burns like regret — is this
how it feels to be partial to oblivion?
When the void between words hints at despair,
and your spirit aches for a sunlit coast
where shorebirds thrive as the winter holds.
At dinner, you sit beside a yoga teacher who likens
your eyes to ships in the night. Ponders whether you
are maimed by the past or scarred by tomorrow.
Says she’s dating a born-again artist who traded
the living hell of sales targets for the dream
of painting the back canals of Venice.
You only ever stay for the speeches, before drifting
into the night to breathe again and pray for rain.
Sweet solitude washes over you — obliterates
the meaningless flow of noise, posing as dialogue.
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The Blind Eye
Barbara Schweitzer
My brother knew all of the fish and ducks,
their lives, their likes, their flights, their necks and fins
that bejeweled them. He could identify
them without seeing them he never could
see them by a scant glance above or by
a pull on his line below. He loved all he
knew of them. He had such a good mind. He
had such a good design eye. He admired
beauty. He memorized everything of
them, not just how better he could bring death
to them, to line them up, take pictures of
them, side by side, glittering with sunlight.
I loved him but not his male eye aiming
death at beauty to master the bullseye.
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I Am Not My Own
Erica Larsen
As for myself, I am little more than the people I’ve
loved. I write my poems in the font my English
teacher used on every assignment. She never told us
its name but I looked it up once because I wanted to
be like her. I took from her a career choice and
the sweet-serifed EB Garamond. My high school
best friend wore cat ears to class so now I duck into
every Claire’s I see, looking for the kind she liked. I
took my senior quote from a poem my favorite librarian
showed me. I stayed with a high school friend for a
week my sophomore year, and when I am in a rush, I
still cook Top Ramen the way she taught me. I get
three-quarters of my music taste from my partner and
the rest is music I heard in Spanish class, or on a playlist
my friends and I made. It’s been years since I talked to
my fourth-grade best friend, and I still think of her each
time I drive down the stretch of State Street where her
house was.
I am not my own. I belong to EB Garamond and cat ears
and T.S. Eliot and microwaving Ramen and Álvaro Soler
and State Street. I am not my own—but if I have loved you,
I certainly am yours, at least in part.
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I want my friend back
Nathaniel Mellor
CW: grief / death
I used to think people took
a perverse joy in death.
The way they shared the news.
Giddiness hiding beyond false sorrow,
a chance for the world to see them,
hold them,
grieve with them.
And then
I lost someone.
What a stupid expression.
I didn’t lose him.
He’s exactly where I left him,
on his front porch with a neon fannypack,
big grin on his face,
ready to board his flight to Hawaii
to be a surfing barista forever.
Life-long dream met.
Now that he’s dead, lost,
I imagine he’ll do a lot less moving.
When I saw him in the casket
I didn’t recognize him.
Not just his new mustache,
truly hideous,
or his long hair,
what was he thinking?
But Zach smiled. Often.
The body didn’t.
Maybe he was lost.
Maybe my misunderstanding
about death and the following joy
comes from my mother.
She’s got glee in her voice,
lines on her face neatly folded
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into a small smile on her lips’ edge,
phoning me up to let me know
someone’s died in the night.
Forty-four. Heart attack. Can you believe it?
How many more juicy reactions
can I beat out of this bad boy?
Hugs and best wishes, condolences like
lapping waves,
tickling us as we stand to close
to a true expanse.
My brother inherited it.
Nervous laughter, they called it.
Laughed and laughed when, years ago,
we learned about the death of a young hockey player
barely twenty-four.
I thought that was so old.
Ancient. A nice old life.
Longer than dogs gets, and he isn’t as good as a dog.
Now that I’m older than the hockey player ever will be
I realize he’s a child.
After Zach’s funeral I told everyone,
anyone who would listen,
about my dead friend and his missing smile.
I thought I was being my mom,
looking for the right reaction that would
make me happy.
Make me whole.
I wanted to share my pain,
break my grief off, piece by piece,
and hand it out.
Each person I told made me a little lighter,
a little happier. Desperately trying
to make him immortal.
But I wasn’t just mourning, I realized.
I was looking for someone to hold me and say,
“Don’t worry. My friend came back. Maybe yours will too.”
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self portrait in fears
Audrey Bowers
CW: mental illness, fear
1. the dark
a. not being able to see
b. not knowing what could get me (or who)
2. being alone
3. commitment
a. to other people, to things, to ideas, to places
4. dying
a. dying alone
5. student loan debt
6. credit card debt
7. bills i can’t afford
8. the pills i take for my bipolar disorder
a. did you know that lithium is what’s in your cell phone battery? & i’m supposed
to put that shit in my mouth & swallow it every night?
b. did you know that you’re not supposed to eat or drink grapefruit & take
antipsychotics?
c. i guess i choose being mentally stable
d. wtf?!
9. living with a mental illness for the rest of my life
a. yeah, you can treat it, but it still sucks the life out of you on your worst days
10. big ass bugs
11. breathing too loud after walking up stairs
a. am i really that out of shape?
12. chewing too loud
13. being too much
14. not being enough
15. being afraid
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THE CHARIOT
Tyler King
sunrise / perihelion / skipping heavy metal cd
the indomitable will / holy faces in the holy sky
touch / distance / ache
the dream is ending, the seed cracks open
and becomes a new type of death.
you & i metallicized & impossible
mercury heavy tongues, blinking sleep like secret
codes transmitting from our eyes. shoulder
to the wheel. six hundred and three miles.
cancer heart angel, i cut the deck with
my free hand & draw you a prophecy.
it says you will make it through this
if i have to carry you myself.
dashboard lights blink. my throat closes &
opens & closes again.
almighty succor / crowned & winged & / doomed
when finally your head rolled back against the seat
i wished i could be your hephaestion,
wished i could open your bright eyes and tell you
“it’s over, the king & queen of persia
will surrender to you personally”
somewhere where sleep preceded sunrise,
madeleine l’engle tells the sphinx
about grace & the perfect fullness
of time & the sphinx says,
“i have been so lonely for so
so long”
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Family Game Night
Andre F. Peltier
For Risk
I drink vodka
because I like to centralize
my forces in Ukraine.
As a kid, that’s all I knew
of the place.
A fantastic staging area
for the invasion of the East.
A last, desperate hope
clinging to that access point
for Europe.
The game of global conquest
took hours as we sat on the floor,
eating our microwaved
Chicken
Kiev,
plotting and failing
at world domination.
When Ukraine gained independence,
I remembered those long nights
in front of the television,
retreating to Australia,
abandoning South America all together,
wondering how to pronounce
Kamchatka, Irkutsk, Yakutsk,
looking at Siam
and picturing Yul Brynner:
tall, stately, bald.
“Et cetera, et cetera, et cetera,”
he bellowed.
And now, I listen to the news
and return again to that
board game.
I listen to the news in silence
as the bombs fall on
Dnipro and on those
refugees.
I listen as the schools,
hospitals, orphanages
are blown to smithereens.
I listen as I sit
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(un)comfortably
in suburban certainty
hoping they never
fall on me.
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The Uninvited
Bruce Robinson
Tonight the same old story,
that lapse of water that's
always there, the waves that offhand
feel you up, you're an upland
intruder, it's a half-cocked sea,
there are words we have to fight for,
or do without.
They rub each other out,
or tell their separate story,
the leaden slowness
of the words' arrival,
dead letters, watermarks,
dark growths, palimpsests.
They come from difficult places,
they're babbles of shades on a screen.
A cheek, her cheek, twitches beneath
the skin in the room
without a bath. They have
skin in the room. A page
turns. Bones frame a chin.
***
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Five of Cups (reversed)
Robert Beveridge

Five of Cups (reversed)
Robert Beveridge
They say we should plant
azaleas to help save the bees,
clean the gravestones
in the backyard once a week
of birdshit, muck, the oil
that bubbles out of the ground
every time it rains. The book
dealer next door brought
over anise and poppyseed
cookies, wore her favorite
low-cut bodice, was thrilled when
we offered five dollars
a point for a hearts game,
vodka shots gratis every
time someone shot the moon.
She did ask about the portrait
above the mantelpiece, and so
we pulled out the usual
excuses—dead grandfather,
Aunt Lettie’s favorite soap
opera actor, serial killer active
in the Monongahela Valley
between 1976 and 1990
(with a gap in 1982-83).
Anything that keeps them
from the real explanation,
the one we’ve spent all that time
putting in the past
with the fossils, the beehives,
our questionable ancestry.
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The Branch that Broke Under
Michael Beard
your weight
knew more than anyone
that tremendous
plunge to a less forgiving earth
and you began to clutch
for something that could
hold you again
we were boys who imagined
we belonged
to the times belonging to us
the world raised us in its
frenzied cobweb
snatched leaves right out of the wind they danced in
and when I never remembered the morning
you moved away
I hated how the wind
looked for you in the trees
their deep cello branches
our choices
fell separate through the years like ash
with nowhere to land
except ourselves
how we are found by what looks for us
I pulled the ground close
to my knees
and waited another round
of blooms
and silence
the distance between
what is known and
what is passed knowing
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stops where it begins
like love—
a knowing love
had we both been there
arms outstretched
ready
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Flesh Locomotive
William Doreski
Raking the raw façade of spring,
heaping last autumn’s rubble,
exposes gestures and attitudes
nothing human can replicate.
Snowdrops, crocus, daffodils.
The soil knuckles into thousands
of cocked fists. Peepers retort
in their own terms, reclaiming pools
that wouldn’t fill without snowmelt.
So why did I dream of punishing
this landscape by laying track
and becoming a flesh locomotive
brutalizing across the hills,
plowing through half-thawed lakes,
crushing lonely farmhouses
where children still lay in bed?
In a reek of grease and fumes I spent
myself smashing through cities,
scarring a groove wide as a highway.
I scored down to the bedrock,
embossing rails and ties in patterns
some might mistake for stitching
following tremendous surgery.
Was this my reincarnation
as machine, the sci-fi fantasy
realized in diesel form?
This morning after two days
of rain the land looks vulnerable.
I should be careful with my dreaming.
Too easy to scar the topsoil
and frighten the coming flowers,
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the mechanical bulk of me
clumsy and often derailed

(next page semi-intentionally left blank)
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Hot Mess
Russell Zintel
CW: anxiety, alcoholism
Have you been a pinwheel
I’ve been a pinwheel
On the bedroom floor
Whirling around, my plastic
Vodka pistil sticking straight
From my gut as if my petals
Haven’t yet wilted
Dragged self to work
Bloomed without losing a wink
Of dopamine sleep
In front of managers, rolling
Their eyes
Don’t forget to leave
Before you depart, red eyes
In the sky directing waking
Dreams of red outlines & being
Of mooing at the scythe
I am not corn
But digestible, even in dreams
If you want to stop spinning
All you have to do is stop
Being a pinwheel
The logic of survival
Is dumb enough to elude
Certain great minds
They drag themselves short
Distances, the smoldering
Evidence, denied by onlookers
The bedroom floor
Opens up into a hell mouth
Swallowing pinwheels
I have proof
Everything below its lips
Is exactly
The same
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Retalhuleu
Olga Montenegro
CW: war, murdered civilians
Te mataron, hijo.
And I don’t want to sleep
Because my dreams keep you glued to the life you no longer have.
I always see you under a tree and I walk up you
You are always smiling and there are so many people around us so
I ask you what this is and you just smile.
Hijo mio, te mataron
I cannot bear the pain of seeing your face in dreams
so I go days without shutting my eyes for fear
of trapping you into a life you no longer have and losing you all over again
as I continue to live without you here
(they tell me to visit your grave for comfort,
six
feet
of shallow depth
and even there I will not find you.)
But you find me.
When sleep finally made my body succumb to exhaustion, you make sure to anchor
me
in the dream and you tell me:
Mama me mataron pero usted siempre me tiene.
Mama I am here.
Aquí.

(A poem made to be translated in any language. War, after all, is universal.)
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elbow grease | greasing the pig
Celene Chen
Professor Donald Langevoort describes Wall Street’s high-risk, high reward culture as “high-grade
corporate grease”
The good cars are on stilts, like they’re hovering
above the totaled bits, afraid
if they touch it might rub off.
Because salvage begs salvage, right?
Recycled soda cans and the smell of rot from sugar on saliva on spit.
Hard work doesn’t smell
but our labor does.
Can’t get it out of the yellowed
shirts (why make the uniform white
these shirts aren’t ironed)
gets in, grows under our nails
unkempt unshaved split ends
mouths that you think naturally smell bad
Still, you come, eat our take out, eat us out.
Did you know the names of these Chinese restaurants
are the last names of their owners?
Do you hold them to the same prestige
as Baker McKenzie
or the unparalleled Paul, Weiss
whose bootstraps were lathered with the finest leather grease?
Keep on eating from us.
But don’t expect us
to starch our shirts or
douche our vaginas or
take out your trash with the recycled cans.
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Not grieving a sadist.
Oladejo Abdullah Feranmi
My heart beats so hard I knew my mother felt me kick for 9 months.
9 years passed, the time she chose to inquire
about my definition of a sadist
I felt she moved closer to the steel bars I’m caged in
proposing to let me out without a pass.
I rooted myself to her face and cried so hard
sweetness bleached with the salty crystals in its waters
enough to plummet the world in. I’m a ballot box,
your opinions can define the fetal position
of the skeleton hibernated in the dead ambulance of my cupboard.
My cupboard took after me.
Thanks to the ray sticks of the sun
for squeezing its blushing face through the glass doors
I never noticed it in my heart.
My words always passed through the windows.
Today I walk through the door
whose lock was melted by ink
to see what going for a walk feels like.
So I can extend my hands, 9 months to the past,
and draw that moment to my chest.
So I can say to her about the sadness,
my old paint under the new.
So my words can steam through my mouth.
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The Orphic Radio
Thomas Farr
Expanding like stars
in the dark of birth,
stanzas of long lines
through a needle’s
eye. A burst of metric
essence: a caravan
of nouns unspools
in breathless
hegira—miraculous
ylem guided
through oneiric
thickets of gerund
and infinitive,
into the pleroma
of vanished time
and happenstance;
a condition
of verse italicized
in the luminous
forests of creation
the poet calls
home.
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Step right up to see the circus
Damien Posterino
A shadow in small sneakers walks alone.
Fists linger over faded red stripes,
a blood-stained quilt
he prays under.
The maladjusted roof
for this circus tent.
A magic place for protection.
Bruises burn
like fire on smooth skin.
Storm cloud welts,
whacks colder than winter hail.
Always hide
from bad weather.
He creates fake humans
out of claytalks with them,
they become friends with
nothing more to say.
Grips them until
faces are deformed,
they can’t bear to look at him.
Closes his eyes when
the tent starts to shake.
Fear ripples into waves
crashing down on him.
Wishes today
this patchwork will flyto take him
up, away, out.
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Portrait of Your Fear
Halle Preneta
CW: mentions of suicide, self harm, and mental illness
Every morning, you choke yourself awake with your toothbrush;
Watch your spit mix in with your hair
that’s too long for your face.
Your throat closing up,
saying “you shall not pass”
as bile from your stomach starts to rise
like Jesus ascending into heaven.
Somehow, the most basic of tasks
trying to kill you
before you’ve even started.
Moments before, you laid awake scared in your bed,
flashes of the people you care about most
hurting themselves before your very eyes.
You watched as their blood dripped down their arms
and you wanted to take their hurt away
even though you recognized this was a dream
and therefore isn’t real.
In English, you read Oscar Wao
and your suicidal-ness came back
like thunder,
loud and booming
and you stopped reading
because you were scared
of what would happen next.
Scared feels like dropping inside a black hole.
Like scribbling a whole blank page into darkness with pen.
Like knives stabbing at your arms.
Like all the lights in the whole universe have turned off.
Like your brain is suddenly a maraca and you’re a part of the band.
Like you just want to go home and hug your mom again.
Feel her fingers caress your long brown hair
as you watch TV
like she did when you were ten.
Sometimes, you just want
to be a child again.
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No fear,
no suicide,
no depression,
no hurt,
no pain,
just smiles and cuddles and safety and joy.
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Diastema
Jessica Khailo
CW: light gore and mentions of gun violence
They pulled our molars
so we could prove our loyalty
through a gap that’s not a gap
until we’re told:
To bite, but not to chew,
to take our cues from molerats,
and find a root that’s tender.
A woman, part hippo, spread her jaws,
revealing fifty sets of ivory grinders.
We tongue the dry sockets,
our simian gaps,
and wish we were big enough
to scream that way,
to have our own bodies.
Apotheosis.
We wish we were frightening
as Tawaret,
with jaws that bear down
to save our crying children.
Our immovable bodies
absorbing the lead
incased in steel jackets.
We wish that our rage
would flood rivers.
Our charging ferocity
drowning out the pointless noise
of thoughts and prayers
gasped into vaulted ceilings.
This is not a reality ceded to deity,
but one of tumbling limestone:
Carbon-based
and burning.
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Wrested Blessing
Emma McCoy
We were leaning up against the side of a car
watching a sun dip down and die again
when he said “I think I should change my name.”
I asked why, in that unguarded way that always
catches me deep in the end, and this was no exception.
He said “Do you remember the story of Jacob? He wrestled
with God and was blessed for it. Walked away wounded
and better for it, and God changed his name to Israel.
I figured, just maybe, because we’ve tumbled
and wrangled and you’ve always held back
a killing blow, I’m blessed, and should be renamed.”
Oh, love, how he manages to pin me down
and make me admire the view, unguarded.
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The Possibility of Mold
Richard LeDue
I don't have enough time
to learn how to write a Poem,
too busy yelling at my kid
to stop splashing in the tub,
worried about the possibility of mold
and the price of oatmeal rising,
so even this poem isn't what I intended:
the brilliant flower metaphors
left for those who can turn petals
into hour long lectures,
while the last bouquet I bought my wife
was at a grocery store, and those roses
dried out as they always do,
reminding me of old newspapers
used to insulate walls, and informing
us about things we already know.
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CONTEXT—NOTES ON MISS ANN’S
OBSERVATION
Roxanne Cardona
Teacher: Miss Ann Grade Two
Aim: To identify new words in context.
Rain lashes the classroom windows like a long leather belt. Cross-legged children sit
layered in circles around an alphabet rug. The rug rounding its first decade, sheds
letters. W and V, the first to leave. Number two pencils blacken small fingers. Miss
Ann points to a word in Yeh-Shen trapped beneath red tape in a jungle of like words.
Her breath short and quick. All eyes on the Big Book, on my laptop, on me. Students
raise their hands, reveal guesses, most accurate. We all jump as a clap of thunder
knocks its fists against the brick facade.
My husband texts me from our home in New Jersey. His glasses missing. Did I forget
to pay PSE & G? I am corralled. Between two worlds. Both hungry. Both clawing.
Both mine.
Miss Ann congratulates Nellie, whose flip-flops slip off her bare feet. I shiver from
the dampness of the winter storm. Nellie puts them back on, her face ablaze. The
lesson ends with new vocabulary words— march, gather, amaze.
What about tonight? He texts. What are you cooking? I text back— I am observing.
I think about our dinner. Traffic. The Cross Bronx Expressway. The twenty-two
students. My Golden Pothos, spindly, sun-starved.
Each child will take the state exams next year. The March sun makes a sudden
appearance. Disappears. Will Nellie pass? Miss Ann is up for tenure. I will give it to
her.
I make cutlets in a thought bubble, pounding them, dipping them in spicy bread
crumbs. Wish daydreams could cook. I shake myself back into the present. Look up at
the fluorescent moon in this classroom sky. And pray, let everyone have supper tonight and
breakfast too.
I gather my notes. Nellie touches my hand shouts— Mrs. C, am I amazing?
Possible Teacher Rating [M] Moving in the right direction.
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the thing
Carina Solis
there’s this thing around my neck
that won’t go away.
it’s soft and just alabaster
but i always know it’s there.
i wish i knew why it lingers.
is it the penny lodged in my throat
since fifth grade
when i swallowed down my beginnings,
or the kiss of eczema
on my skin
cause we never really broke it off
and i still write her lotion letters,
or the sunspot
on my windpipe,
a fat belly of moon
laughing against the desert,
or the three moles of orion
on my collarbone,
my brother’s birth,
trapping me in the stars.
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nine views (or how to eat the solar system for
breakfast)
Tamara Bašić
There is a city both big and small enough to hold the entire
solar system in its hands, and there is a woman lovesick enough
to steal the universe and offer it to the man that she loves.
She rises before the last of the stars dissipate in the coming daylight,
stumbling through streets like a planet breaking free of its axis, her
footfall deafening in the repose of a tired city. As she reaches the
sun, grounded among vinyl records and mugs of steaming coffee,
she sneaks glances over her shoulder, careful of watchful eyes in
window panes as she runs a hand along the sun’s curves. It’s colder
to the touch than she expected, and more rough – a bright fiery glow
faded from many hands that attempted to trap a luminary in their grasp.
Once it’s certain the city is holding its breath, she rips the sun from
the concrete, arms straining against gravity’s bite, and thinks of him:
of all his freckles she wants to set alight, of the warmth of his hand
in hers, of the company of his shadow, always walking beside her.
And as she tucks the sun away, just as blackbirds begin their morning
song in treetops, she shuts her eyes – his image permanently carved
behind her eyelids – and turns to the solar system with a promise.
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The hole
Stephanie Powell
The possums run a catwalk of branches above
where my sister and I dig a hole. She is
the quiet one, or maybe I am. It is hard to speak
much anyway, digging a hole, doing anything that
requires exertion. There is no reason behind the hole,
other than to disturb Dad’s new grass seed and spend
some time away from the TV. It is unusual for us not
to snipe at each other, but our fingers are heavy with
hole-dirt. And when I look at her again, she is older than
when we started. How much older we both become
digging this hole. We keep going until we run out of
afternoon but go on. Our hands move thoughtfully,
our backs ache. Our fingers stuck above clay and rock.
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Circumference
Andrea Janelle Dickens

It’s May, again. Here’s a woman,
sitting. She stiches religious
symbols into a carpet. Notations
so old we can’t translate them,
we can only intuit their meanings.
Every evening her creations
stumble out of their caves, fill
the swollen sky. The rains
come late. Soaking the nostalgia.
From the bridge, I look
down at white spume that signals
the erasure of fish. Singular, plural,
absent; all the same word. Fish.
Across the river, the wetland meadows.
Somewhere a beaver plods through
wet tufts of marsh grass and birds
alight on briars, bobbing slightly.
Behind is a hollow tree you could call
home, and you are nothing more
that an anonymous faded ring
symbolizing a particularly dry year.
This is your own circumference, marked
by a belt of symbols you cannot read.
Above, the skies ready themselves
to spit on you with pellets. Below
is the river that does not want you.
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Self-portrait in Tree Rings
Andrea Janelle Dickens
Our toes scratch a labyrinth across time, a map
whose roads cannot lead anywhere but back
to their own start. Light and dark, we stagger
from one to another, the silent story
of all our floods and droughts. The past records,
but it traps us, too, sticky like sap, an account
we cannot change, no matter how hard
we charge toward our pasts. Half these bands
are not my own history, anyway, nothing but
a mystery bequeathed to me. Is there a key
to know the claims nature will make on us? I see
only a reference to each past, a fossil after the fact,
the bones of all my stories folded back on themselves,
the cycles of my seasons, my endless hike.
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To My Future Reader
Reyzl Grace

I was a librarian—the only thing more useless
to a republic than a poet—a mere keeper of copies of copies
in an age when talk was cheap and fictions plentiful,
when print had mandated arguments to relieve overproduction.
When my teachers taught me this trade they brought me
to the rare books room. I marveled at the machinelike precision of the scribal hand, filling its parchments
and vellums in columns, two by two. I thought—
as you, perhaps, have too—that those who lived
so close to death would have bathed their cracking hands
in only living waters, scorning every
idle word. But then, dear reader, I read
their work—so many hands held in the maws
of scrollwork dragons, as though some old race of gods
had huffed the breath of superstition’s snarling
wolf and pledged its safety with their pens.
Perhaps that to which a life is given over
becomes its source instead of consequence,
and the copyist has no time for copies. The secondhand
becomes supernal—the solid desk and shuttered
window extensions of the margins of the Metaphysics,
every finger—of a colour with the parchment—but a gloss
upon the Word that was with God.
You know, I think,
that I have no such word for you—not now,
when the skies curl black with ink and men stoke
the earth like a furnace, recalling the calligraphers who melted
rubies to write the Qur’an. From lines traced
in armoured columns we have left to rust
some future age might read our fantasies
of phantom isles whose inhabitants have the heads
of dogs, or who survive our sins by the shade of one
great foot, without their hands.
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The copyist
must give himself to the work with terrible totality,
and it becomes impossible for one who has spent a lifetime
husbanding a dead horse to take its pulse.
Instead, he takes the error and its citation
for a breeding pair to birth a new world.
He peers into the mirror and the cloud of his own breath
becomes a cave—the scriptorium a distant light
shining back from a life not spent on copies
but on first things, where his gnarled hands were only
ever marginal scrawl to the works of the Philosopher.
Such were the men to whom I owed the books
I patiently photographed and digitized, that I multiplied like loaves
and fishes for the hungry minds of distant shores—
a well-respected sorcery. For even now
I hear it grinding down, this world born
from the error of the machine and the citation of Futurism. It has taught
speed to nature, which needed no instruction
in violence. The silver-backed photographs are mirrors.
I breathe back the fog of Adam’s breath
for something to write upon, scratch at it with a finger and the broken
rib a violent age has left me—the hope
of a new creation that arises only when all
that is solid melts into air and the lids of the caskets
lie open.
I wander, sometimes, through the stacks
at night, trace each manicured line of Latin
with a polished nail, close the leather of a Plato
with a hennaed palm. I am something that could not have been
in the monastery. I dream of hands that never learned
to live with themselves, that were always a hateful sight
to owners endlessly transmogrifying them into something
delicate and gilt, filled with painted lilies—
a consolation for arthritic hands grown sallow
without being painted, grown old in reinscribing
age. Happy people don’t write books.
My finger sinks into the clouded mirror like a stylus
into wet clay. The earth shakes, as though distant
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artillery were the tremble of sick lungs. We are not
short of sorrows. But what hand will be raised
to copy me by men who will see nothing in my life
but a copying of things they think I cannot be—
a woman, free? What use to a sdwcribe a librarian’s
last insistence on the emptiness of books?
No,
dear reader, I don’t believe you will get this poem.
That’s all right. I look outside. Noah
is building an ark. He’s forgetting the dove. I don’t
believe you exist.
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Transformation
Abdulrazaq Salihu
A lot of times my body transforms before god and
A two floor dormitory has swallowed 18 young girls with fire.

What I carry in my mouth, like roses barricading the city of smoke
Ignites and a mirror is my father, going through a phase

Today I take God’s name down my throat and sag my body
For coloured boys defying gravity and falling back to their roots

And wanting, wanting to fold their paper lips into kisses
And carry wilderness In their blue Scottish eyes

Because water stands a chance to heal faster than blood—
My uncle breaks his family and everyone began to count

Their descendants by the number of scars on children’s chin—
My father waters his boat and sails us across the seventh tale of

Self discovery evaluating transformation in machines and species.
He predicts the fall with his fingers aligned with the sun and swears
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The apocalypse is only a mile away, I carry all the wounds in my
chest and rest them in my sister’s bulleted forehead

Because a scar is best remembered on the face of the things we love,
Because I command her to heal with the energy of a grief stricken poem

I command her to rise and erase the wound and recite the mantras
Of winter nights and Summer flakes transforming into dust.

I remind my sick father his brother’s name is Abdulsalam
And he slowly twisted the tip of his tongue twice in saying peace is salam—

Because this is the reality of a new revolution
And in capturing cladded dusty shoes and naming the rainbow a collection

Of the amount of pressure a boy has to carry from age zero to nine
He’s made to believe a word is heavier than a bullet,

Fantasy is poured into his throat and he is left to measure the sanity
And stress involved in correctly pronouncing faith and fate.

A boy my age told me of the freedom in the letter B for bullet
Traversing all the little cities with peace in my chest
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And the letter W for all the words I have used to start the war.
Everyday, a scarlet falls into the colour of blood and my 4 year old

Brother is saying Baba and it sounds like the shattering of glass
By a UFO the size Of my home on the day the transformation began.
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Home Of Summer
Robert J. W
We inhale dead
oak trees.
Our souls rip
themselves from our
bodies and
soar above the
cities we
left in cinders.
Organs collapse and
are replaced with daffodils.
We frolic; exhaustion, a
mere memory.
There is no
regret in this
home of summer.
Everything falls into
our lips as
we kiss.
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Thoughts and Prayers in Hurricane Harvey
Lila Mankad
The rain is a wardrum on my roof, or
perhaps a choir. It is relentless- one, two, three,
four days. The bayous are swollen,
veins through our city, throbbing.
The highway has tried to replace them
but now the water does not part for cars,
wheels spinning in the mud. Tips
of trees poke out of the water like
a buzz cut. When the water recedes,
plastic bags hang like shrouds from
the branches. We walk to I-10. The
streets are empty except for the
gutters. Hundreds of foot-long earthworms
wriggle on the freeway. I did not know such
beauty was beneath our feet.
They have come out for the rain,
lifted from the soil by the floodwater, they
must have felt like angels. We kneel
down, pry them off the asphalt with our
fingertips. They writhe, pink and moist
veins on our skin, we fling them off of the highway
into the dirt. They must have felt like
angels. We walk back to our home- we were
not flooded, we are safe, we were not
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hit hard, Thank God. On the news, people
cling to inflatable saviors, pray on the
roof of their sinking car, sob as they
wade through the bayou’s entrails.
But we are fine, Thank God,
and all we can hear is the rain.
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San Francisco
M.P. Powers
An old, dimly lit hotel room, the shadow of a broken chair trembling on the wall, and
all goes silent. We hardly even know each other, but there's much depending on this:
eleven years of heartsickness, laughter, bad movies, housework, cats, dogs, soft kisses
and departure. Is the foreboding in the amazingly intricate spiderweb in the corner
with no spider in it? Is it in the way the mattress sags as if in despair? It's the
unspoken things: the qin string frayed, allegro fugato. She turns the light off, rests her
head on my chest; I turn the radio on. And through a darkness so monstrous and alive
it almost seems to breathe, an old, dead country singer sings about love, love, love,
that ancient raven everyman's story whose ending is always the same.
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At the End You Must Make a Choice
Jesica Davis
CW: blood
A deck of tarot cards. News cycle of impending
doom on mute. The self we project onto
other people’s stories: it doesn’t seem to matter
what is true. A voice argues with archetypes:
~ there are only so many stories in this world ~
~ there are so many stories in this world ~
Some days I’ve been touched enough for my whole life,
other times my skin burns from being intangible.
The limits of belief approach an asymptote. A ghost
is just a memory demanding attention. Come, sit,
have some tea and tell me what you dreamed
this morning. Clasp fingers around the bits
still within reach.
I’ll meet you
on that liminal strip between dirt and sea, you and me
and everything tinted with symbolism
if you squint
for hidden meaning ~ except it’s screaming
at you, hot pink, wide-eyed
the readme.txt file
docked in installation directory ~
not a command
but a beginning ~
Here: I made sandcakes, take a bite, grind the hourglass’s
broken shards between teeth until your gums run out of blood ~
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can you describe the castle this intake creates
in your belly, self-made, incarnate, evidence
in burped glass bubbles
~ oh the heartburn ~
How to forge who to become:
as shadows grow long in cast
grab a belched, floating blown sphere, pass
it to a friend who will use it to read your fortune ~
for this
it must be smashed ~
your future
or your past.
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Museum of Natural History
Kelsi Lindus
Nothing moves me much at the museum
though I listen to the right music, read all the plaques.
Not the taxidermy, even less-so the bones.
How can we grasp it, toys tall as the ceiling,
dinosaurs dropping like that—quartz deforming,
atmosphere pouring flame? And that space rock?
Not even half the length of Manhattan—
one playground pebble and the planet came undone.
At the end of a hallway, walls glossed green,
I snap a picture of a toddler and a chimpanzee,
skeletons side by side, in stride, little sticks clutched
in little bleached fingers. So similar, so animal,
that human with its bobble head and brittle bones.
Here, even life forms still living are dead.
Back in Brooklyn, I stretch to the top shelf,
arms evolved long for swinging through trees.
Over dinner, we debate: are we worth it? Franny says
no; Avi says everything’s died before though.
It could all end anyway, with an asteroid, after all.
I stare at where the city sprawls beyond the window,
no single building built by a solitary set of hands.
A bird cocks its head on the balcony,
looking in at us through glass—sky dinosaur,
a hundred million years old. It flies away, unmoved.
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Mai soixante-huit
Don Stoll
“Mai soixante-huit” plays with the figure of the succubus. The central character uses sex, which is not
graphically described, to extract from her victim a desired talent, and with that talent a significant
quantity of life-force. It is certainly possible that some readers might find this unsettling, or worse.
The revelation of the existence of both vampires and zombies in the Los
Angeles neighborhood of Silver Lake had put the entire city on edge. Luckily, their
numbers had been small, hence law enforcement had succeeded in dealing with the
problem decisively. Beth Tyler had become first the coworker and then the friend of
another young woman named Mia before the problem was eliminated. Beth’s blithe
attitude toward the lethal attacks had shocked Mia.
Vampires and zombies are cuddly puppies compared to werewolves, Beth said.
Werewolf attacks, so far limited to two East Coast cities, did not concern Mia. But
worst of all, Beth continued, are succubi.
Once law enforcement had done its job, Mia was able to relax. She delighted in
Beth’s elaborate pretense of being a succubus herself.
As a succubus, Mia said, you’re very unique.
Beth, a former English major, cringed.
In fact, there are more than one of us left. But we succubi will go extinct before
the Siberian tiger does.
According to this guy that’s a good thing, Mia said.
Mia held up her paperback copy of a 1967 translation of Heinrich Kramer’s
1487 classic, Malleus Maleficarum, lent to her by Beth. She had found it a difficult read.
But Beth had only asked her to read the chapter on succubi and the relevant portion
of the translator’s commentary.
The translator thinks Kramer was a dick, Mia said.
He was. He got some stuff right, though. Personal experience.
He lived to write this even though he’d been with a succubus?
Dominican, Beth shrugged. Power of the Church.
Mia had inserted Beth’s notes at the beginning of the succubi chapter. She read
the careful handwriting aloud.
The death of a person who has sexual relations with a succubus is often not
desired by the succubus. However, in accomplishing his or her goal of extracting from
the sexual partner certain coveted qualities, the succubus also accomplishes the
partner’s death as an unintended by-product.
Beth peeked out the break room door. Happy Hour would begin soon in the
bar near the university.
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Nothing you want to extract from that crowd out there? Mia said. Beth did not
intend to waste her power on the bar’s young, sports-mad clientele. Mia loved Beth’s
fantasy because Beth did not just accept what she found on the Internet or in old
books. She would add things, like the bit about how a succubus could extract
desirable qualities from a sexual partner. She would say the knowledge had come from
personal or family experiences.
Mia also thought Beth’s stories were healthier than the traditional ones. So
you’re telling me it’s not true, Mia had said, that succubi have foul secretions dripping
from their. . . ?
Misogynist bullshit, Beth had insisted. Just like the whole gendering thing.
Kramer and other self-proclaimed authorities claim that succubi are always female.
But there are no male succubi left only because they weren’t as clever as the
females. That sounds sexist, Mia teased.
All I know is that it’s harder to pin killings on succubi who don’t kill their
victims right away, but instead know how to send them into slow decline.
Makes sense.
And it’s usually been female succubi who are good at that, Beth said.
Beth’s excitement about the arrival of the French novelist Jacqueline Dedans as
a Distinguished Visiting Professor mystified Mia.
Isn’t she a hundred years old? Mia said.
Barely seventy.
Like that’s a big difference, Mia thought.
And I don’t want to sleep with her anyway, Beth sighed.
Beth was being disingenuous. Mia had slept with people from every continent
except Antarctica, and she had slept with people without erecting barriers to gender,
race, religion, or political outlook (the exceptions being those political outlooks which
erected their own barriers of race, religion, sexual orientation, or gender identity).
Around such issues, Mia’s convictions agreed wholeheartedly with Beth’s. Beth
despised isms and she considered speciesism the most pernicious. She believed that
the most widely loathed species—rats, cockroaches, sea monsters, things that crawled
on their bellies—warranted respect as parts of the totality of Creation.
Yet for Beth the isms included ageism. Regarding Mia’s ageism, Beth would not
push. But neither would she permit herself to be bound by this prejudice.
Mia wanted Beth to get more pleasure out of the succubus game. Mia used
different verbs depending on her enthusiasm for a victim. If she felt lukewarm, she’d
talk about extracting something because extract sounded cool and clinical. If she was
reasonably excited, she would say siphon. If she was determined to engage with a
victim, she would say suction to suggest she would put all her strength into the act.
Mia was happy to see Beth finally interested in someone. She did not tell her
friend that she didn’t believe her claim to have no interest in sleeping with Jacqueline
Dedans. She considered it Beth’s business if she was not put off by wrinkled, sagging
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flesh. She thought of an expression that Beth had used often enough so that Mia had
asked for an explanation: Chacun à son goût.
What’s so great about this Dedans woman? Mia asked.
She captures a moment in history that was pregnant with possibility, Beth said.
I’m so moved by the juxtaposition of the thrill of possibilities with the
poignancy of knowing that most of them wouldn’t be fulfilled.
What moment? Mia said.
Mai soixante-huit.
Mia crossed her arms and waited for Beth to speak English. Beth knew that
Mia did not understand French. Under these circumstances, someone else might have
seen Beth’s frequent recourse to French as an affectation intended to impress. Mia did
not see it this way. What Mia saw in her friend was a love of French and of French
culture and French history that sought expression as irresistibly as water seeks the
lowest level. May 1968, Beth said.
Mia admitted that she had never heard of May 1968. She knew that Beth would
not think less of her for it.
It was a time of student protests, battles in the streets, nationwide strikes. .
. Okay, Mia said.
The people who went into the streets or who occupied universities and
factories dreamt of creating a different world. And they came so close.
Cool, Mia said. This Dedans woman. Has she aged well?
Jacqueline Dedans believed that she had not aged well. Her acceptance of the
Visiting Professorship had been motivated largely by the hope of finding in California
one or more young women whose beauty and commitment to the exercise of personal
liberty might restore the vigor that age had stolen from her.
Late on a steamy August afternoon with the flight from Paris three days behind
her, Dedans, over her jet lag, walked into the bar where Beth Tyler worked. Beth
took her order. She told Dedans that she recognized her.
Dedans had waited for this chance. Had the young woman read her books?
Had she visited Paris? Would she join Dedans later for a drink in quieter
surroundings? Beth’s shift had another hour. She mentioned a nearby French bistro.
Dedans had already consumed too much Château Figeac when Beth
arrived. Anne, Dedans said, at the instant when the young woman standing over her
table in Café Mathilde might otherwise have heard evidence of the turmoil in her
bowels. Beth.
Pardon, Dedans said, struggling to get up. Anne was. . .
Anne had been the model for Jacqueline, the Maoist love interest of the young
protagonist in Paris at Night (Paris à la nuit). Beth knew that she resembled the young
Anne, whose photographs appeared in several Dedans biographies. Beth thrust her
arms through the gaps between the older woman’s chest and arms and lifted her to
her feet. Dedans leaned into the younger woman’s breasts. Beth pulled away.
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You’re pale and shaking, Mademoiselle Dedans, so I don’t think. . . You’re
right, Dedans said with a sad smile.
But you’ll come put me to bed? Beth hesitated.
So that I can sleep, Dedans said.
At the apartment in the Los Feliz neighborhood, Dedans asked Beth what the
Lyft charge had been. Beth said she was honored to pay.
Ground floor, Dedans said. More accessible than my flat on Square de
l’Alboni. I’ve read about your Paris flat. You have a nice view of the square. Would
you heat up some milk, please? You’ll be happy that I can manage my own
nightgown.
Dedans was in bed when Beth brought the milk. The young woman’s erect
posture reminded Dedans of a girlfriend named Isabelle, from the year after Anne.
Isabelle had served as the model for Nathalie, in Le calme après la tempête (The Calm after
the Storm). Nathalie gave up dance for the sake of the Revolution, but Isabelle had
remained a dancer, spending many years with the Staatsballett Berlin.
Dedans swallowed the glass’s entire contents.
You all had a beautiful dream, Beth said. That all of the things dividing us
would finally be recognized as illusions.
Dedans set her glass on the nightstand. She wondered if the wish to upend
France’s outdated hierarchies had been quite as radical as that. But she wasn’t up to
arguing. You have no idea how hurtful these imaginary divisions are to someone like
me, Beth said. I feel like I don’t have a place in the world.
The young woman seemed both handsome enough and blessed with
intelligence. Dedans wondered what might explain her sense of isolation.
I’ve touched a few souls with my books, Dedans sighed, and still the world
remains divided. My life’s work hasn’t been writing so much as learning to reconcile
my ambition with my achievement. In the throes of the writer’s passion you imagine
that the sentence or paragraph you’ve just put on the page will strike a chord in every
heart. She thought of asking for more milk. She reproached herself for having failed
to tell the young woman that she had heated it perfectly. Finding the perfect
temperature was no easy thing to do.
Then your book appears, Dedans said, and you make enemies as well as
friends. She shrugged. She thought about the milk. But drinking more of it would only
mean additional visits to the toilet during the night.
You learn to be satisfied by your friends, though you’d hoped to have many
more. I don’t know, Beth said.
Dedans decided to acquiesce to additional visits to the toilet.
Would you? she said, handing Beth the glass. But you don’t know what? Beth
put the glass on the nightstand.
Whether your books paint the beauty of the dying embers too
beautifully. Excuse me?
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Mademoiselle Dedans, no one admires your books more than I do. Dedans
prepared for the forthcoming criticism.
No one wishes more than I do that I’d written your books myself. Dedans
looked at her empty glass.
But maybe they focus too much on the beauty of what might have been, Beth
said. Instead of on the beauty of what might still be.
Dedans felt the young woman’s admiration less keenly now.
A result of different perspectives owing to our different ages, Dedans said.
I have a very, very long life ahead of me. But you were my age when you wrote
The Calm after the Storm. You wrote Paris at Night before you were thirty. Their
nostalgia for what might have been is gorgeous, yet it’s nostalgia. So young, yet you’d
given up.
My punishment is no more milk? Dedans laughed.
Dying embers are lovely. But what about the beauty of shooting flames? Beth
set the glass down on the polished wood floor.
She said, I don’t want it to fall off the nightstand when the bed starts
rocking. Young lady, Dedans said as Beth began to remove her clothes.
At the university, Jacqueline Dedans spoke of having no energy. She said little
about literature or the events of May 1968 or the prospects of reviving the dream of
May 1968. In October, the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences proposed to
Dedans that she ought to return to Paris immediately. She would be paid for the full
academic year. A year later the decline of the great writer’s health which had begun on
an August evening in California ended in her death.
A year after that, Beth Tyler published her debut novel. Critics and public alike
lauded Shooting Flames as the product of a sensibility on fire. The passion of the
character called Eve for a universal fellowship that extends beyond humankind
embodies much of that sensibility.
Two different narrators tell the story. The first narrator is reminiscent of the
young woman who, under different names, narrates many of the novels of Jacqueline
Dedans. The second narrator, Eve, appears initially as an object of the first narrator’s
habitual desire for seduction. But, ingeniously, the author has Eve wrest the narrative
from her seducer while also wresting control of the novel’s events from its other
characters. Interviewers came away from their encounters with the first-time author
convinced that Eve was a thinly disguised version of Tyler herself.
END
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Every Time I Hitched I Heard It Different
Jacalyn den Haan
CW: references to houselessness, police brutality
Coral claimed she’d bought a one-way ticket to San Francisco in 1978, brought
nothing but a bat. That she’d ridden the street car to every gas station in Tenderloin
until she found her ex’s Dodge. That blood and hatred had poured from his mouth
when he, 18 years old, noticed, too late, from his window inside the station, the sound
of her bat crunching against glass. And it’s likely she couldn’t make any other choice,
Coral mused. Shera, a woman of fire and drugs, whose every touch was passion,
smashed the windows of her ex-lover’s truck as the only way she could go down.
Charlie tossed open the passenger door of their Mazda, cawed “where ya
headed?” chucked two bags of garbage and and a cat carrier to the backseat,
motioning me to get in. “So you’re working at Serenity then,” they cackled. “There’s
some real kooks on this island. You hear about the time Shera stole a parrot from the
Santa Ana Zoo? If I had to guess, she probably planned to thread its feathers into her
hair. The cops finally caught up with her just outside of Death Valley. She tried to
hide in the desert, but she’d run no more than fifty yards in before they tackled her to
the ground and handcuffed her.”
In the haze of the Hummingbird Pub, Mason, foamy beer mustache and
gravely voice, told us she drifted seven years lost and high on Californian beaches.
She’d slum a few months about San Diego, and when the lovers or the weed dealers
got sticky, she’d flip identification and disappear to up Huntington Beach. And then
to San Diego again, never sure of who or where she was. And on the lift back– “You
know that one yellow tooth she has? A friend, on his deathbed on the beach, begged
her to take it. The beach or the drugs had taken her own incisor, she needed a new
one. Took a bit to convince a dentist to install it, but the friend made her promise–
said it’d be a memento of a best friend gone.”
And there were no baseball bats I’d misread as condors or arcing staircases in
the stories that she’d given me, not even a tooth-shaped hole to suggest. And I would
have asked her, but to prod her to reveal the layers of her conspiracy, fourty, fifty
years after, seemed a sin. She’d built a new life above the ashes of that missing tooth
and smashed-in Dodge, and the thread of memory between who she had been was
gauzy and thick – or maybe it was others’ lies that composed this mystery.
And maybe, I thought, becoming someone new was actually pretty feasible.
Maybe I could try it, too.
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The Rice Moon
John F. Duffy
CW: suicide
Skish, skish. Skish, skish. Skish, skish, shkizzz. He strained his leg muscles against
the fine layer of ice that glazed the snow. On powder balance was easier, but on ice he
was able to glide further with each push. In the abyss of morning, the spruce and
birch that surrounded him were a wall of black against the purple sky. The crest of the
sun was breaching the horizon at his back, its blood red light granting the trail a faint
sheen that allowed him to read the contours of the path ahead. His aunties laughed at
him. Skis were for white boys. Natives snowshoed. His mother hushed their taunts.
She was proud that he felt such connection to the land, and to the fish who gave their
bodies to nourish people during the cold and hungry depths of winter. Nearing on the
frozen lake, the land fell, bowing to the water, and speed came to Grayson. He bent
his knees and tucked his poles against his ribs, giving himself over to gravity, the cold
bite of February finding his cheeks and lips despite the wool mask covering his face.
Breath fogged his goggles with every exhale, and so it was that the snow covered mass
in the center of the trail was invisible until he couldn’t possibly avoid it.
Grayson cut his hips hard to the right, his skis, instantly perpendicular to the
trail, hit the frozen lump broadside, throwing the weight of his upper body forward
and launching his feet high into the air. Hitting the ground with a great release of
wind, Grayson landed on his neck and shoulders, his poles rocketing from his hands.
Momentum sent his legs tumbling after him, and his skis hit the Earth with a tangled
mess of sound, plastic and metal clattering and echoing in the vacuum of dawn.
“Goddammit!” He yelled.
Dammit! Dammit! Dammit! The forest air teased back.
Grayson lay motionless but for the large huffs of air he sucked and released
through the moist fabric covering his mouth. The sky overhead was still deepwater
blue, and through the glass shielding his eyes, pinpricks of remaining starlight hushed
his mind and slowed his heart. He sat up carefully, unwinding his legs until he could
release his thick boots from their skis. After shaking his arms free of his pack straps,
he was able to stand. Brushing the snow from his limbs, Grayson silently cursed the
forest service for leaving a downed tree across a ski trail. He stomped back to the
buried obstruction to collect his poles, and bending to retrieve them, he froze. His
chest was a steady bellows, lifting and dropping his shoulders, pumping long plumes
of foggy breath from his face. Grayson fell forward onto his knees, ripping his goggles
from his head. The crash had broken loose some of the frozen snow that otherwise
shrouded the mass. Reaching towards the object with his thick black glove, Grayson’s
two forefingers delicately brushed away snow where a few thin strands of red hair
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now danced on the wind. Dropping his hand, he looked into the window he had
made in the snow, and was hypnotized by the icy emerald eye that was staring back at
him.
Someone gave him coffee from a thermos. A detective called him “bud.” Twice
he was asked to relive his morning from the time he woke up. An EMT asked if he
was alright. A ranger asked to see his fishing license. Investigators strung yellow tape
around what they all called “the scene.” The medical examiner’s man took pictures
when her blanket of snow had been entirely brushed away, and the sun had fully risen.
The news lady from Duluth asked, “how did you feel when you found the pregnant
girl?”
Sleep was uneasy the first week. Then again the following week, too. He fell
into dreaming well enough, only to meet her again, and again, and again. The red
haired girl with her enormous belly, but no jacket, and no hat, and no gloves, out
there in the cold dark. Sometimes she spoke. Sometimes she sang. Sometimes with
nothing but a wicked grin, she told him that the baby was his. Always she was there.
Between him and the lake. Between him and the place of fish and rice. Death where
the world gave life. Haunting his restless nights. Haunting his tired days.
“This is Detective Lancaster.”
“Hi, this is Grayson Bearheart.”
“How can I help you?”
“You gave me your card and said to call you if anything came up.”
“Yeah?”
“I’ve been leaving messages.”
“For what case number?”
“I, I don’t know. I’m the guy who found the pregnant girl in the Fon Du Lac.”
“Oh, right. Bearheart. How can I help you, bud?”
“I was just wondering if there is any information about her. If you guys found
out who she is yet?”
“Nope. She’s still a Jane Doe.”
“So you don’t know why she was out there?”
“No idea. Medical examiner is calling it a suicide.”
“Suicide? Why?”
“Nature of the scene. Finding her coat and scarf abandoned at the trailhead.
On a negative ten degree day, no one who wants to live does that.”
“But why would she want to die? She was about to have a baby.”
“You know I gave you my card in case you had information for me, right?
That’s how detecting works. People bring me clues. Not the other way around.”
“I’m sorry. It’s just…it’s been hard for me. I keep thinking about her. I can’t
get her face out of my head.”
“Listen bud, this is hard stuff. Real hard. If you have any soul at all, seeing this
kind of thing, it’s gonna hurt.”
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“Even when you don’t know their names?”
“Especially when you don’t know their names.”
Spring came with its bounty of green grass and yellow blooms. Songbirds
returned to northern Minnesota to nest in the high branches of white birch trees, and
the ice bid farewell to the lake, but Grayson could not bring himself to be in the
forest. He worked overtime at the casino, hiding under the ceaseless electric light and
the mad repetition of digital sound wailing from the mouths of video poker machines.
“Sorry bud, I got nothing new for you.”
All summer his canoe remained upright against the peeling paint on the side of
the house. On the wall of the garage, rod and reel slept in the whirling dust, hooks
rusting at the end of line. His mother saw the pink in his eyes and the extra fat under
his shirt. She said nothing about the number of beer cans in the trash when she
brought him food on Saturdays. “Bud, I tell you what, if I ever get her name, I’ll call
you. I promise.”
Wrenches clinked and clanked, banging against each other in the tool bag as he
walked up the steps to his mother’s house. Without knocking, Grayson turned the
handle and stepped through the foyer into the wood paneled living room. On the
couch, his two aging aunties were looking up at him, their eyes disappearing into
brown folds of skin as they smiled wide. “Hello, son,” his mother called to him from
across the yellow, vinyl countertop in the kitchen. “Would you like some coffee?”
“Sure, I’ll have a cup. Hi aunties.”
The room smelled of cinnamon. A plate of cookies was on the coffee table. His
mother crossed the floor with a blue mug in her hand, taking careful steps so that the
scalding liquid wouldn’t overtop the rim. Instead of handing him the coffee, she set it
on the table, and pulled her son into a deep embrace. “I love you, Waaseyaa.”
“I love you too, mom.” Grayson let his mother hold him, and with his free arm
he pulled her in. When she slowly relaxed, letting her hands fall away from his sides,
he looked back to his aunties who were both nodding, still smiling. “Is everything
OK?” he asked.
“Let me take this from you.” His mother relieved him of his tool bag, setting it
in the foyer.
“Don’t you need me to fix the sink?”
“No, son. The sink is fine. Have a seat.”
“What’s this about?”
“Have a seat, please.” His mother guided him to a waiting recliner. The springs
in the weathered chair creaked under his weight. His mother handed him the blue
mug and a cookie. Grayson sipped the coffee as she made her way to the couch,
where she wedged herself between her two sisters.
“It’s manoominike giizis,” she said plainly.
He dropped his eyes. “I know.”
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“Then why aren’t you on the lake with your uncle? You haven’t missed a rice
season since you were a boy.”
“I’m just really busy this year.”
The aunties were shaking their heads. They looked to each other, and their
heads shook even more.
“Son. Don’t tell me lies.”
The women’s eyes were all on him. There was no shame or judgment in any of
their faces, but Grayson trembled nonetheless.
“I know you’re hurting. We all know. We see it plainly. You cannot hide your
pain from your family. And you shouldn’t try. We love you, Waaseyaa. We are here to
help you.”
His eyes burned with salt. He set his mug on the little wooden table next to
him, and laid the cookie on top of it. With a hard sigh, he brought the balls of his
hands to his eyes, wearing his fingers like great, bony lashes.
“I see that girl, mom. All the time, I see her. At night I dream about her face.
During the day, I’ll think I see a redhead out of the corner of my eye.” His hands
floated in front of him and he sent his words past his mother, out of the house
entirely. “Her ghost is following me! I can’t go into the woods. I can’t go to the lake.”
“There are many lakes, son.”
“And she haunts them all! You don’t understand! I saw her nimaamaa! She was
dead! And with a baby in her belly! She wanted to die, nimaamaa! And she came to
our land to do it! Why would she do that? Why would she bring her poison to us? The
land is cursed, now! Maybe not for you, maybe not for uncle Eddie, maybe not for
anyone else, but it is for me! I don’t feel life in the forest anymore! I feel only death!”
The aunties' heads shook again, this time slowly, soft with pity.
“It’s up to you to heal the land then, son. Don’t you see? You have been given
a special task. You have been called because you love the forest. The land chose you.
Don’t you see? That girl, her sadness swallowed her. She had nothing left but her
pain. And she brought it like a seed, but the seed could not grow in the ice. It was
trapped. Now you carry it, but it isn’t yours. You have to take it to the water, son.
Only you can set your spirit free, and bring peace back into your heart.”
The aunties were nodding.
Shissh. Shissh. Shissh. The bow of the canoe pushed through the dense green
stalks that broke the surface of the lake to dance in the afternoon air. In the stern seat,
his uncle wore a wide brimmed hat and sunglasses, his strong arms pushing the vessel
forward through the water with a long, heavy pole. Grayson reached out and gripped
a fistful of grass that was like hair in his hand. He bent the magenta seed heads
towards him, and with his left hand, he used his bawa’iganaakoog to knock loose the
grains, which rained all about his feet. The floor of the canoe was covered in a soft
carpet of rice. The seeds that fell beyond the gunwale floated on the surface of the
lake until they were fat with moisture, and then they swam slowly downward, away
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from the beaming sun until they found the slippery mud. To avoid the pole that
pushed the shadowy craft along, yellow perch cut and arced, their billowing fins
tossing clouds of soil that landed like a blanket on the fine grains of rice, warming
them, planting them in a womb of clay. At the edge of the lake, they dragged the
heavy canoe back onto dry land. While his uncle loaded gear into the truck, Grayson
crouched on one knee and broke open a cigarette, whispering a prayer as the tobacco
made a tiny mound before his boot. Behind him a cardinal sang in a birch tree. When
he stood up, the red bird took to the wind and flew off over the water. Grayson
wished her a safe journey.
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Seashells of kindness
Lisa Dubrovina
The birch woods outside the train window were soon replaced by endless fields
of sunflowers. Lina rolled onto her front to get a better view. Being lulled to sleep by
the steady movement of the train was one of the few silver linings of the otherwise
boring 24-hour long journey to her grandmother’s village in the south. However, at
this point she felt she may have had one too many naps making her feel groggy. She
climbed down from the top bunk making sure she didn’t step into the breakfast that
her mother had carefully laid out. She bit into a tomato. It was sour and watery but
this would only increase her imminent enjoyment of the huge and delicious tomatoes
from her grandmother’s garden. The intense sun of the south turned the tomatoes
into something divine. Not too soft, not too crunchy, not too sweet and not too sour
they were pure juicy perfection.
Lina didn’t like her grandmother much. She used to ask her uncomfortable
questions such as whether she loved her ‘motherland’ which made Lina feel awkward
given that she lived in a different country most of the time and much preferred it
there. Once she’d taken Lina on a historic walk of the town in an attempt to impress
the greatness of the motherland on her. When shown the statue of a marshall who’d
overseen key victories during the war, Lina pointed out that he’d lead people to kill
other people and that should not be celebrated. The grandmother snapped at her that
if it weren’t for war heroes like the marshall, Lina would be speaking a different
language. Lina, who spoke two languages already, couldn’t see the problem and
thought her grandmother was a xenophobic old bore. She was a teenage idealist and
was not aware of the plight of her great-grandparents, who many decades ago were
forced to speak a different language and to hide their own. Her grandmother grew up
speaking the new language fluently and wanted to blend in and belong and love her
motherland the way she was taught in school. Lina wanted to blend in everywhere and
have her multicultural identity respected. They were similar in more ways than they
realised.
Lina’s grandmother wasn’t well so the extended family, who all lived abroad,
were gathering from different parts of the world to see the matriarch. Over the years,
she’d announced many times that she was dying and each time had continued living
with just as much fierceness as before. This time, however, it seemed like she truly
was reaching her final days.
When Lina and her parents finally reached the ancestral home, the dinner
preparations were already in full swing. The women of the family were crowding the
tiny kitchen, chatting and making dumplings. Lina greeted her aunts and cousins and
after a few floury hugs she too put on an apron and started folding the dough into
neat little parcels. After the initial greetings the conversation veered to the most
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discussed topic — the president’s persistent threat to invade their neighbour which
was a stone’s throw away from the village.
‘I just spoke to Larisa, her Sascha who turned 18 last month, has been
conscripted. Naturally, she’s falling apart completely. She’s acting as though he’s been
sentenced to death already. Poor woman,’ said Mila, one of Lina’s aunts.
‘I think it’s all talk and muscle flexing. He won’t invade. He just wants to show
the rest of the world that we’re not to be messed with,’ commented Nina, another
aunt.
Lina felt uneasy. She’d been looking forward to seeing Sascha, the sweet boy
from next door with whom she’d grown up playing on the village streets. When she
was 7 and he was 8, he brought her a box of sea shells he’d collected on a trip to the
beach with his mum. She’d thought it the most romantic gesture. Unfortunately,
Sascha’s absent, alcoholic father decided to pay his son a rare visit that very day and
when Sascha told him about the sea shells, he beat him up for acting like ‘a
sentimental little girl’. Lina had kept the box of seashells to this day. Sascha’s sweet
nature withstood his father’s abuse and at 18 he was as kind as ever. But if there was
anything that could break his spirit, it was conscription to an army on the eve of a
war. Lina remembered how stressed her own mother had been when Lina’s older
brother turned 18 and was at risk of being conscripted. It took quite a few calls to
friends of friends in various bureaus and quite a few bribes to get him out of it.
Sascha’s mum did not have this kind of money or connections.
After dinner Lina quietly slipped out through the back door while everyone
continued debating the likelihood and possible outcomes of the invasion. She ran
across the garden, climbed over the fence and knocked on Sascha’s window. She
could’ve gone through the front door but she liked to do it the way she’d done it since
she was 5 years old. A moment later Sascha’s grinning face appeared.
‘Lina! Oh how wonderful to see you.’
They exchanged greetings and summarised the past few months from each of
their lives. At first, Lina thought Sascha seemed the same boy as ever but after a while
she’d noticed that he was paler than she’d remembered, a new crease between his
eyebrows and an air of worry seemed to surround him.
‘Sascha. I heard about the army,’ she said after a while.
‘Oh Lina. I am so afraid. I am scared of dying and leaving my mum alone with
no one to care for her. I am even more scared of becoming a monster, someone that
my mum would be ashamed to call her son,’ he said with grief in his eyes.
‘Sascha you are so good! You have seen such violence in your own house and
yet you manage to stay a wonderful human! Even your dad couldn’t get the goodness
out of you.’
‘Lina, don’t be naive, you know what our army is like,’ said Sascha, this time
with anger in his voice.
‘Sascha...’ said Lina, taken aback.
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Sascha sighed.
‘Lina. I will have to do as my commander tells me, it will no longer be my
choice whether I stay kind in the face of violence or not. Besides, there is cruelty in all
humans and given the right circumstances anyone can act on that. If you are starving
and tired and fear for your life you will kill and you will steal. All wars are the same.’’
Lina knew that what he was saying was true. The army was renowned for
taking 18-year-old boys and turning them into cruel men. It was a scary prospect even
without a looming war.
‘Well... maybe the war won’t happen,’ she said, uncertainty in her voice.
‘Maybe.’
At that moment the church bells started ringing in the distance. It was nine
o’clock at night and time for Lina to return to her grandmother’s blue wooden house
which would now be busy with aunts, uncles and cousins all trying to figure out their
sleeping arrangements. They’d all argue about who would sleep on the camp beds and
who would be lucky enough to get the slightly more comfortable sofa beds.
Lina got a particularly ancient camp bed. She tossed and turned for a while,
trying her best to cover her ears with her pillow in order to block out the orchestra of
snoring cousins around her. She finally fell asleep in the small hours.
After what felt like no time at all she woke with a start to anxious voices
around her.
‘They are bombing the ports!’
‘Yes, and there are tanks crossing into the border regions already! This is
madness!’
‘I’ve just received a text from Olga, her brothers are planning to leave the
country, they don’t want to be sent to the front!’
Lina put her glasses on and her parents, aunts and uncles came into focus,
anxiety on everyone’s faces.
‘Sascha...’ she whispered.
‘I have just heard that all the local airports have shut already. We all need to get
out before we no longer can,’ said Mila, who until then had been on the phone in the
corner of the room.
‘Mila... how can we leave Mother.’
Silence fell over the room. Then the door at the end of the corridor slowly
creaked open.
‘Mama!’
‘You shouldn’t be up!’
‘Let me help you back to bed.’
Came a chorus of anxious voices.
‘Hush!’ said the grandmother with the same imperious tone she’d had until a
couple of months before. ‘You will all leave immediately. It is not safe for you to stay
here. You all think I am old and mad but I know what you are all up to. Katy, I know
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all about your political satire on TikTok...yes! I know what TikTok is. Lina, Lydia and
Michael you don’t hide how you feel about our country on your Instagram pages and
I doubt our government will tolerate that kind of free speech for much longer. Daniel,
Boris and Igor you might have been bribed away from the army but that can be easily
reversed if there’s a country-wide mobilisation.’
‘Granny we can’t leave you!’ cried a teary Katy who had always been the
favourite and somehow could get away with things that none of the other
grandchildren could.
‘Katyusha, I will be just fine. I will soon be gone and until then the carers will
do just fine. My last days will be more tranquil knowing my family is safe.’
They all scrambled to pack everything up and say their goodbyes. By morning
everything was ready, the camp beds and sofa beds put away, the dumplings divided
among the families and packed up for the train journeys.
Lina volunteered to take out the trash. On her way back she climbed over the
fence and knocked on Sascha’s window. He opened it and leaned over. His face
looked like it had aged ten years overnight. There wasn’t much to say. They knew this
was goodbye. Even if they did see each other again one day, Sascha would be a
different person then.
‘Sascha, remember the box of seashells you gave me all those years ago? They
got you into so much trouble... This one is my favourite,’ said Lina, handing over a
conch shell with a pearlescent interior. ‘I want you to take it with you. If you find
yourself at war and there is death and cruelty all around you this shell will remind you
of what a kind person you’ve always been.’
With this she climbed over the fence one last time.
Back at the house everything was ready for the departure. The various family
members were taking turns saying goodbye to the grandmother.
Lina and her family were the last ones to get into a taxi to the station. She
turned around to look through the rear window of the car. Her grandma was standing
on the porch, leaning all her weight on her walking stick.
The taxi sped through the streets which were just starting to get busy with
people walking to work and to school. The main square was covered in flowers. It was
a rather impressive botanical design with rows of brightly coloured tulips arranged in
neat geometric patterns.
Lina thought how only a few hundred kilometers away there was probably a
very similar square which would likely soon be turned into a burning wasteland while
the one she was looking at would remain intact. There were grandmothers just like
Lina’s who wouldn’t have the luxury to send their children away to safety.
She thought about the wars she’d learned about in history lessons. Some of the
rulers and invaders got to be called conquerors and explorers, the taking of land — a
discovery, the occupying — a liberation. She thought that for as long as kids were
taught that sometimes an invasion led by a handful greedy men is conquest and
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liberation, that exploitation is actually civilisation, that there is somehow glory in all of
this, that it can be justified, that some people are better than others, it would be
possible to set the conditions to allow for a handful of powerful men to cause
inordinate amounts of suffering.
Lina’s grandmother died the following day. She could not bear the shame of
what her motherland was doing, the one she’d tried so hard to belong to since she was
a young girl. In 95 years of life she’d seen history repeat itself enough times.
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